AUDIO SOLUTIONS

Safety, Public Address and
integrated audio solution for large buildings

INTEGRATED AUDIO SOLUTION IN LARGE BUILDINGS

In today’s challenging times where we have to define a new normal in crowded places, we have to find new ways
of communication and interaction with each other as well as of broadcasting of customer centered information.
Thanks to the TOA / Sittig solution you will be able to provide manual and automatic announcements which can be
triggered either manually by your staff or automatically by the OCC.
Both standard PA announcements and emergency broadcasts will be managed quickly and accurately thanks to
the seamless interconnection of the TOA / Sittig solution.
This scalable fully integrated solution will give you immediate way to address either large groups of people or selected group of persons at a given location, thus enabling you to communicate the relevant information only in the
areas of the building where and when needed.
This first class solution offers ease of operation, flexibility, versatility and will contribute to improvement of the overall customers‘ experience.
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WITH AUDIO IN LARGE COMPLEX BUILDINGS

There is a variety of challenges that you can face when implementing Audio Solutions in large and complex buildings.
Past the architecture of large complex building which poses in itself (modern or old infrastructure with variety of
materials, high ceilings and large open spaces) a challenge in terms of acoustic design, here are some examples
of challenges you might face with your Audio Solution in large buildings.

Thanks to the combination and integration of both our technologies TOA / Sittig, we are in the position to provide
you with adapted solutions for all of the various challenges you can be brought to face
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Several reasons - such as the setup of the public
address system in large complex buildings with
modern architecture or the use of manual
announcements by the staff - can be responsible
for an incomprehensible and inconsistent quality of
announcements.

QUALITY

Announcements are recorded and triggered manually by
the staff that has to be on site. The staff is therefore busy recording
announcements and cannot perform any other activities. In time of a
pandemic, like Covid-19, additional challenges need to be taken into
account, like the fact that contact exposes staff to additional risks
(e.g. boarding process at airports).

STAFF

In large venues were multilingualism is a given, the number of languages available
as well as the proper command to make announcements in multiple languages for the
benefit and comfort of your customers is largely dependent on qualification
of your staff.

How to at the same time maximize customer satisfaction and possibly
increase revenue without also maximizing staff expenses?

Especially large and historically grown buildings (such as
airports, train stations or congress halls) do have several
PA systems in place. In most cases these PA systems are
not interconnected. How to make sure announcements
are transmitted across systems simultaneously with
no additional manual effort?

CUSTOMER

INTEGRATE
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MULTI
LINGUALISM

SOLUTIONS

CHALLENGES

MAIN CHALLENGES IN ADDRESSING CUSTOMERS

Two companies, experts in their respective
domains, combined their know-how and
technologies to offer a high-end integrated solution
to provide constant quality of broadcasting everywhere
in every situation (Ambient Noise Control functions,
Equalization of SPL and high STI guaranteed).

Automatic announcements: cut your operating costs
by creating capacity for your staff to perform other tasks.
Pre-recorded announcements: gain in efficiency for standard operating
procedures.
Remote triggering: protect your staff by reducing contact

Announcements in over 29 languages to provide maximum flexibility and enhance
customer’s experience by addressing them in high-quality in their own language.
Either pre-recorded human voice announcements that are assembled live or one
of the best text-2-speech engines can be used to generate high quality multilingual
announcements.

Fully integrated with OCC: address customers only where and when needed
with the right message.
Service and heigthened customer experience: defined SOP can trigger automated
broadcast which can be adjusted easily on demand and at little costs.
Example of scenarios when identifying crowds:
- Sanitary situation: triggers automated announcement of Hygiene recommandation
- Normal operation: triggers automated announcement of special offer
in nearby location, other cashier/line available

Integrated with OCC Central Database (eg. AODB):
always up-to-date accurate information to make decision
and adjust operations.
One single system: IP-based fully integrated PA/VA system.
Smooth broadcasting throughout locations:
both systems can interconnect with other
already installed PA systems.
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FACING ALL CHALLENGES WITH TOA / SIT TIG:

HOW THE TOA / SITTIG INTEGRATION WORKS

Sittig’s PAXGuide system is an extension for the TOA
public address solutions. In combination the systems
deliver high quality manual and automated announcements at airports, train stations, industrial facilities and
any other large complex building where you might have
need of Audio Solutions.

Facing the unknown of a post-pandemic world and everchanging expectations of customers, the TOA / Sittig
Audio Solution offers you constant quality and will turn
out to be an investment for the future. Thanks to its versatility our combined solution will contribute to help you
gain back the trust of your customers in making them
feel well-informed and safe without impeding their overall experience thanks to the possibility of broadcasting
background music in strategic areas.

The TOA / Sittig Audio Solution offers you full flexibility
as it can interface with all pre-existing PA-equipment
and thanks to its connection with the OCC Central

Voice Response
System &
Telephone Paging
System (optional)

PAXcallpoint

Database, can perfectly integrate with all the other supporting equipment (eg. CCTV) in place in your building.
The solution we offer you is multipurpose: not only can
you broadcast targeted informative announcements to
reassure customers and in case of emergency send the
right message in the right language in a timely manner to
keep them safe, but you can also use our Audio Solution
to create an enjoyable atmosphere by broadcasting other
content (eg. music) in the same high-quality.

PAXstatus

PAXpaging

IP Loudspeaker
(optional)

PAXgate
(airport specific)
Customer
LAN

PABX
PSTN

PRI / SIP

PRI / SIP

PAX-Guide
Server 1
(VM)

PAX-Guide
Server 2
(VM)

CAD Touch Paging
Station (optional)

IP Paging Stations
(optional)

Customer Firewall

With the TOA / Sittig solution you will be able to deliver
the right information at the right time, at the right place,
in the correct language and in high quality.

Some of the benefits of the TOA / Sittig integration
at a glance:
• Fully integrated, scalable and decentralized Audio
Solution
• Automatic and Manual Announcements broadcasted
with high intelligibility
• Reducing personnel expenses by automating
processes and announcements
• Automatic Announcements in over 29 languages
• Higher customer satisfaction and up sales due to
appropriate customer information
• Perfectly integrated systems
• IP-based fully integrated EN54 certified
PA / VA systems

Audiostreaming and
TCP / IP Controlling

Audio IF

INTERFACE
Software Master

Other PA System
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Audio IF

INTERFACE
Software Master

TOA VX-3000 System
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Audio IF

INTERFACE
Software Slave

TOA VX-3000 System

Audio IF

INTERFACE
Software Master

Other TOA PA System
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INTEGRATED SOLUTION: ALL-IN-ONE SYSTEM FOR

PA, SAFETY AND EXCELLENT SOUND

Since being founded in 1934 as a manufacturer of
commercial and professional audio equipment TOA
has grown to be one of the world largest supplier of
commercial Public Address equipment that has become synonymous to quality within the industry.

Public Safety: With our products, we keep people safe,
so they can enjoy their everyday life with peace of mind.

TOA is constantly improving its technological capabilities in areas such as acoustics, graphics and net-

working, developing innovative products in order to
provide its customers with the ultimate sound performance and peace of mind.
Thanks to 29 branches and a strong network of local
certified partners TOA can give its customers the best
support in more than 120 countries around the world.

Public Communication: Our products and solutions
provide a more convenient and more comfortable communication in various applications.
Public Space Design: from everyday enjoyment to extraordinary events. We provide acoustic solutions that
create exceptional sound experiences.

Voice Alarm System

Core products for your integrated Audio Solution
• Integrated Voice Alarm Systems / Public Address
Security through flexible systems with excellent
speech intelligibility since 1969

• Intercom Systems
Simple, decentralized, reliable and convenient
communication in everyday life - Safety in the event of
danger
• Commercial Audio
High-quality sound for Restaurants and Retail Outlets
since 1934

SIP Intercom System

Safe evacuation in case of emergency

Reliable and convenient 2-way communication

Compact
Voice Alarm
System

Emergency
Remote
Microphone

Intercom Systems
N-8000-series
N-SP80-series

Wide range of complementary
EN54 Speakers:
Line Array, Ceiling, Wall, Column,
Horn and Design Speakers

Remote
Microphone

Voice Alarm System
VX-3000-series

Pendant
Speaker

Wide
Dispersion
Speaker

One IP-based
Integrated System
for all applications

Microphones and Speakers
for announcements with
excellent sound

Compact Wide Dispersion Box Speaker
F-series

Digital Mixer Amplifier
A-3000D-series

Multi-Channel Power Amplifier
DA-1000-series

Commercial Audio System
Background music with high-quality sound
to create enjoyable customer experience
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Public Address System

For intelligible announcements in high-quality
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SIT TIG IS AN A AS EXPERT - AT YOUR SIDE WHEN

STANDARD SOLUTIONS REACH THEIR LIMIT

Since 1987 the family owned-business has specialised in individual solutions where standard systems reach their
limits. For more than 20 years, the German market leader for automatic announcement systems at airports has
focused on the digitalisation of audio data.
All major German airports as well as international customers (such as Sydney Trains or Zurich Airport) rely on the
PAXGuide system from Sittig.
The PAXGuide system delivers high quality voice data, ideal for demanding locations such as airports, train stations, shopping centers and industrial facilities.

Various speech modules, such as one of the best text-2-speech engines on the market or the human-based
prompt speech module, guarantee maximum flexibility for every requirement at the highest quality. Additional
modules, such as interfaces to camera systems, ensure maximum automation of the system.

The IP-based PAXGuide system is modularly designed to adapt perfectly to the needs of the customer. Using
the existing IT infrastructure, the system is highly flexible and adapts to different customer requirements. The system
offers a wide range of functions (modules): modern web user interfaces for different use cases, such as the
PAXpaging Module for manual and automated announcements for each location or the PAXgate Module for
automating the boarding process at airports.

PAXGuide Cloud
The PAXGuide system is also available as a cloud-based and lean automatic announcement system, especially designed for small airports, railway stations, industrial facilities and shopping centers. PAXGuide Cloud ensures maximum flexibility and minimum maintenance by decentralizing server performance and minimizing hardware costs.

The modern web user interface allows to easily
combine and cue manual announcements (
e.g. passenger calls) and automatic announcements
(e.g. flight information), and avoid interruptions
due to diﬀerent priorities at the same time.
Automatic
Announcement
Modules

PA-System
Modules

A modern web user interface to automate standard
boarding announcements. Can be triggered by the
ground handling staﬀ at the gate or automatically
by an interface to the AODB e.g.
A modern web user interface especially designed to
manage manual and pre-recorded announcements
with a graphical building plan.

Railway
Database

OnlineProvider

Prompt
Voice

PAXpaging

PAXcallpoint

Interface to camera systems to automate
announcements based on passenger flows.

Open
Interface
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Online Text-2-Speech Engine that
generates high quality announcements
in realtime. Available in 29 languages.

Online
Text-2-Speech

AODB

PAXgate

Other
Modules
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Display Systems

Call for
Prayer

Database
Modules

Speech
Modules

PAXGuide is able to seamlessly connect the TOA VX-3000 with other public address systems to provide the customer with a uniform management platform for manual and automated announcements. Therefore, the system allows announcements to be made across different public address systems, right down to a single loudspeaker line.

Oﬄine
Text-2-Speech
Text-2Human Voice

SIP
Interface
Camera
System
Interface

Other TOA
system
Other
PA-System

TOA
VX-3000
Personalized
PAX Calls

High quality pre-recorded speech
fragments from professional native
speakers in 28+ languages, which are
assembled individually.

Contact
Interface
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INTEGRATED TOA / SITTIG AUDIO SOLUTION: USE CASES
OCC
Airports

•
•
•
•
•
•

Train Stations

Automation of boarding process
General announcements for daily operation
Unified system for manual announcements
Guaranteed STI and SPL
Enjoyable atmosphere in concession areas
Contribution to so-called Silent Airport
Policy of the boarding process

Sittig Modules
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sittig Modules

PAXpaging
PAXgate
AODB Interface
PA Interface
Speech Modules
IP-Paging Stations

•
•
•
•
•

Universal Speaker
for announcements
and background
music (BGM)

SIP
VMS LAN
INTERNET

Wide Dispersion
Ceiling Speaker
Line Array
Speaker
for large
areas with
high ceilings

SIP Multimedia
Station
Wifi and touch
screen

Ceiling Mount Speaker
Intelligible, high-quality
announcements
PAXgate
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Ambient Noise
Sensor Microphone
for automatic volume
control

Variable
Dispersion
Line Array
Speaker

• Automation of all general announcements on the
platforms
• Unified system for manual announcements
• Guaranteed STI and SPL
• Enjoyable atmosphere in concession areas

Remote Microphone
free programmable for
emergency and general
announcements
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PAXpaging
Railway Database Interface
PA Interface
Speech Modules
IP-Paging Stations

SIP Video
Door Station
for full duplex
communication,

Line Array
Speaker
for Arrival /
Departure
Hall

TOA
PA / VA
Systems

Universal
Speaker
for high-quality
sound in concession area)

High-volume
Horn Speaker
for announcements
on train platform
and outdoor
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VX-3000

EN54 certified
IP-based

Ambient Noise
Sensor Microphone
for automatic volume
control

SIP Multimedia
Station
for OCC
PAXpaging
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INTEGRATED TOA / SITTIG AUDIO SOLUTION: USE CASES
OCC
Shopping Mall

Industrial Facilities

• Automation of general announcements and unified
system for manual announcements
• Multiple zooning to create specific atmosphere in
dedicated areas
• IP-based fully integrated EN54 certified PA / VA
system

Remote Microphone
free programmable for
emergency and general
announcements

Sittig Modules
•
•
•
•

SIP
Multimedia
Station

Sittig Modules

PAXGuide Cloud
PAXpaging
PA Interface
Speech Modules

Universal
Speaker
for background
music
Box Speaker
for compact
wide dispersion

• Interconnection of different PA-systems for unified
announcement management
• Decentralized and compact
• IP-based fully integrated EN54 certified PA / VA
system

• PAXcallpoint
• PA Interface
• Speech Modules

Line Array
Horn Speaker
extremely
longe range for
parking and
outdoor areas

Line Array
Speaker

SIP
VMS LAN
INTERNET

Remote Microphone
free programmable for emergency
and general announcements; to be
placed in all buildings of the facility

PAXpaging
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Systems

EN54 Ceiling
Mount Speaker
Wide Dispersion
Ceiling Speaker
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Line Array
Speaker
for large areas
with high ceilings
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Project
Speaker
high
intelligibility
of weatherresistant horns

PAXcallpoint

se

ou

Ceiling Mount
Speaker

reh
Wa

Digital Mixer Amplifier
for use as a power amplifier in
commercial facilities

SIP Video
Door Station
for full duplex
communication
Ceiling Mount
Speaker

Pendal Speaker
for BGM &
announcements
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SIP Multimedia Station

Project Speaker
high volume and
intelligibility

SIP Video
Door Station
for full duplex
communication,
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Sittig Technologies GmbH

TOA Electronics Europe GmbH

Goldgewann 4, 65931 Frankfurt, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)69 37 00 02-0, info@sittig.de

Süderstraße 282, 20537 Hamburg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)40 - 25 17 19 - 0, solution@toa-eu.com

www.sittig.de

www.toa.eu
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